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Suppose X is a compact symplectic manifold acted on by a compact Lie group K (which may be nonabelian) in 
a Hamiltonian fashion, with moment map p: X + Lie(K)* and Marsden-Weinstein reduction Ax = r-‘(0)/K. 
There is then a natural surjective map ~a from the equivariant cohomology H:(X) of X to the cohomology 
H*(,I,). In this paper we prove a formula (Theorem 8.1, the residue formula) for the evaluation on the 
fundamental class of Ax of any no E II* whose degree is the dimension of Ax, provided that 0 is a regular 
value of the moment map p on X. This formula is given in terms of any class q E Hi(X) for which K&) = lo, and 
involves the restriction of r~ to K-orbits KF of components F c X of the fixed point set of a chosen maximal torus 
T c K. Since K~ is surjective, in principle the residue formula enables one to determine generators and relations for 
the cohomology ring II*( in terms of generators and relations for Hz(X). There are two main ingredients in 
the proof of our formula: one is the localization theorem [3,7] for equivariant cohomology of manifolds acted on 
by compact abelian groups, while the other is the equivariant normal form for the symplectic form near the zero 
locus of the moment map. 
We also make use of the techniques appearing in our proof of the residue formula to give a new proof of the 
nonabelian localization formula of Witten ([35, Section 21) for Hamiltonian actions of compact groups K on 
symplectic manifolds X; this theorem expresses n0[Ax] in terms of certain integrals over X. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
SUPPOSE X i‘s a compact oriented manifold acted on by a compact connected Lie group K of 
dimension s; one may then define the equivariant cohomology H:(X). Throughout this 
paper we shall consider only cohomology with complex coefficients. If X is a symplectic 
manifold with symplectic form o and the action of K is Hamiltonian (in other words, there 
is a moment map /A: X + k*), then we may form the symplectic quotient A, = p-'(0)/K. 
The inclusion map i,, : p- ‘(0) -+ X gives a ring homomorphism ilf : H$(X) + Hh(p- ‘(0)). 
Using Morse theory and the gradient flow of the function IpI2 : X + I&!, it is proved in [29] 
that the map i$ is surjective. 
Suppose, in addition, that 0 is a regular value of the moment map CL. This assumption is 
equivalent o the assumption that the stabilizer K, of x under the action of K on X isfinite 
for every x E pL- r(O), and it implies that Ax is an orbifold, or V-manifold, which inherits 
a symplectic form w,, from the symplectic form w on X. In this situation there is a canonical 
isomorphism rcg : H * (p- '(0)/K) + H:(p- l(O)).* Hence, we have a surjective ring 
homomorphism 
fee = (7rz))’ 0 i,* : H:(X) -+ H*(Ax). (1.1) 
Henceforth, if q EH~(X) we shall denote x0(q) by qo. Previous work [ll, 303 on 
determining the ring structure of Hz(X) has presented methods which in some situations 
‘Present Address: Mathematics Department, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, U.S.A. 
*This isomorphism is induced by the map no : p-‘(O) x .EK + p -‘(0)/K. Recall that we are only considering 
cohomology with complex coefficients. 
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permit the direct determination of the kernel of the map tiO, and hence of generators and 
relations in H*(,Hx) in terms of generators and relations in Hi(X). (Note that the 
generators of Hi(X) give generators of H*(,K,) via the surjective map K,,, and also that 
generators of H*(BK) together with extensions to Hi(X) of generators of H*(X) give 
generators of H k(X) because the spectral sequence of the fibration X x KEK -+ BK degener- 
ates [29].) Here we present an alternative approach to determining the ring structure of 
H*(A’,) when 0 is a regular value of p, which complements the results obtained by directly 
studying the kernel of tie. Our approach is based on the observation that since H*(,K,) 
satisfies Poincare duality, a class 11 EHE(X) is in the kernel of tie if and only if for all 
CE HE(X) we have 
VOiOC~ flxl = (?i)oE-dxl = 0. (1.2) 
Hence, to determine the kernel of ~~ (in other words, the relations in the ring H*(,X,)) given 
the ring structure of H%(X), it suffices to know the intersection pairings; equivalently, the 
evaluations on the fundamental class [AJ of all possible classes to = ~~(5). In principle, 
the intersection pairings thus determine generators and relations for the cohomology ring 
H*(A’,), given generators and relations for HE(X). 
There is a natural pushforward map II,: Hz(X) -+ HE = HB(pt) z ,S(k*)K, where we 
have identified Hi with the space of K-invariant polynomials on the Lie algebra k. This 
map can be thought of as integration over X and will sometimes be denoted by Ix. If T is 
a compact abelian group (i.e. a torus) and [E H T(X), there is a formula+ (the abelian 
localization theorem) for II,c in terms of the restriction of [ to the components of the fixed 
point set for the action of T. In particular, for a general compact Lie group K with maximal 
torus T there is a canonical map z x: H;(X) + H*,(X), and we may apply the abelian 
localization theorem to rx(i) where i E Hi(X). 
In terms of the components F of the fixed point set of Ton X, we obtain a formula (the 
residue formula, Theorem 8.1) for the evaluation of a class q. E H*(A’x) on the fundamental 
class [_dx], when r. comes from a class n E H k(X). There are two main ingredients in the 
proof of Theorem 8.1. One is the abelian localization theorem [3, 73, while the other is an 
equivariant normal form for w in a neighbourhood of ,r(- l(O), given in [22] as a consequence 
of the coisotropic embedding theorem. The result is the following Theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let r] E H g(X) induce no E H*(S+4!:tx), and assume K acts eflectiuely on pL- ’ (0). 
Then we have 
qoeiwO [_A!.J = 
( - l)“+ 
(27c)“_‘) W(vol(T) 
Res rr@) 1 eipAr)W 
FE s s 
F i’(:;;‘W) [d$]) . 
F 
In this formula, n, is the number of positive roots of K, and mu($) = lIu> oy(lc/) is the product of 
the positive roots, while 9 is the set of components of thejxed point set of the maximal torus 
Ton X. If F ~3 then iF is the inclusion of F in X and er is the equiuuriant Euler class of the 
normal bundle to F in X. Finally s and 1 are the dimensions of K and T. 
Here, via the Curtun model, the class rx(q) E H F(X) has been identified with a family of 
differential forms n($) on X parametrized by II/ Et. The definition of the residue map Res 
(whose domain is a suitable class of meromorphic differential forms on t@@) will be given in 
Section 8 (Definition 8.5). It is a linear map, but in order to apply it to the individual terms 
+ Atiyah and Bott [3] give a cohomological proof of this formula, which was first proved by Berline and Vergne 
c71. 
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in the statement of Theorem 8.1 some choices must be made. The choices do not affect the 
residue of the whole sum. When K = SU(2) the formula becomes 
where Reso denotes the coefficient of l/+, and F+ is the subset of the set of components of 
the fixed point set of T = U( 1) consisting of those components F of the T fixed point set for 
which pT(F) > 0. 
We note that if dim Q, = dim Ax then the left-hand side of the equation in Theorem 8.1 
is just qO[_X,]. More generally, one may obtain a formula for Q,[A,J by replacing the 
symplectic form o by 60 (where 6 > 0 is a small parameter), and taking the limit as 6 -+ 0. 
This has the effect of replacing the moment map ,U by 6~. In the limit 6 + 0, the Residue 
Formula (Theorem 8.1) becomes a sum of terms corresponding to the components F of the 
fixed point set, where the term corresponding to F is (up to a constant) the residue (in the 
sense of Section 8) of nr2(11/) SF i:(q(t,@)/ep(ll/), and the only role played by the symplectic form 
and the moment map is in determining which F give a nonzero contribution to the residue 
of the sum and the signs with which individual terms enter. 
Results for the case when K = S’, which are related to our Theorem 8.1, may be found in 
the papers of Kalkman [27] and Wu [36]. 
Witten in Section 2 of [35] gives a related result, the nonabelian localization theorem, 
which also interprets evaluations QJ_K~] of classes on the fundamental class [A’x] in terms 
of appropriate data on X. For E > 0 and i E H:(X), he defines+ 
1 
gE(i) = &i)svol K s [d4]e -“(4-4)‘211*[(f$) gslt (1.3) 
(where (., . ) is a fixed invariant inner product on k, which we shall use throughout to 
identify k* with k) and expresses it as a sum of local contributions. 
Witten’s theorem tells us that just as n,[ would have contributions from the compo- 
nents of the fixed point set of K if K were abelian, the quantity P(i) (if K is not necessarily 
abelian) reduces to a sum of integrals localized around the critical set of the function 
p = 1p12, i.e. the set of points x where (d1~1~)~ = 0. (Of course dIpI = 2(~, dp), so the fixed 
point set of the K action, where dp = 0, is a subset of the critical set of dIpI’.) More precisely, 
the critical set of p = (,u(’ can be expressed as a disjoint union of closed subsets C, of 
X indexed by a finite subset %? of the Lie algebra t of the maximal torus T of K which is 
explicitly known in terms of the moment map ,uT for the action of Ton X [29]. If B E B then 
the critical subset C, is of the form C, = K(Z, n pL- ‘(/I’)), where Z, is a union of connected 
components of the fixed point set of the subtorus of T generated by B. The subset pL- ‘(0) on 
which p = IpI2 takes its minimum value is Co. There is a natural mapt 
pr*: Hi -+ Ht(pL-l(0)) so that the distinguished classf(4) = - (4, 4)/2 in Hg gives rise to 
a distinguished class 0 E H4(p- ‘(0)/K) r H&- ’ (0)). Witten’s result can then be expressed 
in the following form. 
‘The normalisation of the measure in P(i) will be described at the beginning of Section 3. As above, 
II, : H t(X) + H X g S(k*)K is the natural pushforward map, where S(k*)K is the space of K-invariant polynomials 
on k. 
* This map is induced by the projection pr : p- '(0) --* pt. 
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THEOREM 1.1. 
Here, the U, are open neighbourhoods in X of the nonminimal critical subsets C, of the 
function p. The [Ia are certain di~rential~rms on U, obtained from {. . 
In the special case [ = q exp i& (where ti(+) = w + ~(9) is the standard extension of the 
symplectic form w to an element of Hi(X), and q has polynomial dependence” on the 
generators of Hi), Witten’s results give us the following estimate on the growth of the terms 
S,[;I as e-+0. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose [ = q expi6 for some 7 E H;(X). If BE&Y - (0) then 
j,c; = e-P8’2E h,(e), where ps = l/?12 is the value ofIp12 on the critical set C, and [ha(&)/ is 
bounded by a polynomial in 6-l. 
Thus, one shouid think of E > 0 as a small parameter, and one may use the asymptotics 
of the integral 3” over X to calculate the intersection pairings ~OecBeiwOIAx], since the 
terms in Theorem 1.2 corresponding to the other critical subsets of p vanish exponentially 
fast as E + 0. Notice that when i = exp i0, the vanishing of p on ~1~ ‘(0) means that lo = exp 
ioO, where w. is the symplectic form induced by w on _Vx = ~“-‘(0)/I(. 
In this paper we shall give a proof of a variant of Theorems 1. f and 1.2, for the case [ = v 
exp iti where q E H:(X). Before outlining our proof, it will be useful to briefly recall Witten’s 
argument. Witten introduces a K-invariant l-form A on X, and shows that P(i) = 
P([ exp soA), where D is the differential in equivariant cohomology and SE R+. He then 
does the integral over # E k and shows that in the limit as s + co, this integral vanishes over 
any region of X where E.(V) # 0 for at least one of the vector fields vj, j = 1, . .., s given by 
the infinitesimal action of a basis of k on X indexed by j. Thus, after integrating over $J E k, 
the limit as s -+ cc of Y(c) reduces to a sum of contributions from sets where A( vj) = 0 for 
all the V. 
In our case, when X is a symplectic manifold and the action of K is Hamiltonian, Witten 
chooses ;i(fl = djp/2(Jf3, where J is a K-invariant almost complex structure on X. Thus, 
A( P)(x) = 0 for all j if and only if (d [p I’), = 0, so 9”(<) reduces to a sum of contributions 
from the critical sets of p = l,ul’. Further, he obtains the contribution from /A*-‘(O) as 
eB@io[Ax]. If c = qeis he also obtains the estimates in Theorem 1.2 on the contributions 
from the neighbourhoods U,. 
In general, the contributions to the localization theorem depend on the choice of 1. In 
the symplectic case, with A = Jd(,u12, the contribution from p-l(O) is canonical but the 
contributions from the other critical sets C, depend in principle on the choice of J. Further, 
the properties of these other terms are difficult to study. Ideally, they should reduce to 
integrals over the critical sets C,, and indeed when proving Theorem 1.2, Witten makes the 
assumption (before (2.52)) that the C, are nondegenerate critical manifolds in the sense of 
Bott [9]. In general, the C, are not manifolds; and even when they are manifolds, they are 
‘The equivariant cohomology IfaX) is defined to consist of classes which have polynomial dependence on the 
generators of Hz, but we shall also make use of formal classes uch as exp iG which are formal power series in these 
generators. 
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not necessarily nondegenerate. They satisfy only a weaker condition called minimal degener- 
acy [29].+ We shall treat the integrals over neighbourhoods of the C, in a future paper. 
In the case when X is a symplectic manifold and [ = q exp idj for any q EH:(X), we 
have been able to use methods to prove a variant of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 (see Theorems 4.1, 
4.7 and 7.1 below) which bypasses these analytical difficulties and reduces the result to fairly 
well-known results on Hamiltonian group actions on symplectic manifolds. We assume that 
0 is a regular value of p, or equivalently, that K acts on p-‘(O) with finite stabilizers.* By 
treating the pushforward II& as a function on k, we may use the abelian localization 
formula [3, 71 for the pushforward in equivariant cohomology of torus actions to find an 
explicit expression for l&c as a function on k. Thus, analytical problems relating to 
integrals over neighbourhoods of C, are circumvented, and localization reduces to studying 
the image of the moment map and the pushforward of the symplectic or Liouville measure 
under the moment map.” Seen in this light, the nonabelian localization theorem is a conse- 
quence of the same results that underlie the residue formula: the abelian localization 
formula for torus actions [3, 73 and the normal form for w in a neighbourhood of p-‘(O). 
We now summarize the key steps in our proof. Having replaced integrals over X by 
integrals over k, we observe that in turn these may be replaced by integrals over the Lie 
algebra t of the maximal torus. Then, applying properties of the Fourier transform, we 
rewrite 9’ as the integral over t* of a Gaussian F(y) N e ‘M’~*‘) multiplied by a function 
Q = D,R where R is piecewise polynomial and D, is a differential operator on t*: 
.ye = i-” s yp,* =(Y)Q(YN~YI (1.4) 
where s is the dimension of K. The function Q is obtained by combining the abelian 
localization theorem (Theorem 2.1) with a result (Proposition 3.6) on Fourier transforms of 
a certain class of functions which arise in the formula for the pushforward. 
The function Q is smooth in a neighbourhood of the origin when 0 is a regular value of h; 
thus, there is a polynomial Q. = D,Ro which is equal to Q near 0. It turns out that the 
cohomological expression ea* eioo[Ax] is obtained as the integral over t* of a Gaussian 
multiplied not by Q but by the polynomial Qo: 
erQeimo[_@x] = i-” s ~(Y)Q,(Y)C~YI. (1.5) ye* 
This result follows from a normal form for o near p-‘(O).+ 
To obtain our analogue of Witten’s estimate (Theorem 1.2) for the asymptotics of 
3’ - eE8 eioo [Jx] as E -+ 0, we then write 
,yal: _ eeO eiwo[Ax] = i-” s p (Y)&(R - Ro) (Y) CRY I. yEt* (1.6) 
Here, R - R. is piecewise polynomial and supported away from 0. By studying the 
minimum distances from 0 in the support of R - Ro, we obtain an estimate (Theorem 4.1) 
t However, minimal degeneracy may be sufficient for Witten’s argument. 
t Witten assumes that K acts freely on p-r(O). 
4 If K is abelian, this pushforward measure is equal (at 4 E k) to Lebesgue measure multiplied by a function which 
gives the symplectic volume of the reduced space r-‘(4)/K; this function is sometimes called the Duister- 
maat-Heckman polynomial [15]. 
‘This normal form is a key tool in the original proof [15] of the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem; this theorem 
motivated the proof by Atiyah and Bott [3] of the abelian localization theorem. 
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similar to Witten’s estimate (Theorem 1.2). In our estimate, the terms in the sum are indexed 
by the set B - (0); however, our estimate is weaker than Witten’s estimate since some of the 
subsets C, indexed by j3 E %Y - (0) (which a priori contribute to our sum’) may be empty in 
which case ps = I/?[’ may not be a critical value of 1~1’. 
To summarize, the following related quantities appear in this paper: 
1. The cohomological quantity qOeiwo [A%‘~]. 
2. The integral 9’ (1.3) coming from the pushforward of an equivariant cohomology 
class q/E;(X) to HR. 
3. Sums of terms of the form 
where F is a connected component of the fixed point set of the maximal torus T acting on X. 
Such sums appear after mapping YJEH$(X) into H$(X) and then applying the abelian 
localization theorem. 
Witten’s work relates (1) and (2), while our Theorem 8.1 relates (1) and (3). 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background material on 
equivariant cohomology and the abelian localization formula. In Section 3 we collect 
a number of preliminary results which we use in Section 4 to reduce our integral 9” to an 
integral over t* of a piecewise polynomial function multiplied by a Gaussian. Section 4 also 
contains the statement of two of our main results, Theorems 4.1 and 4.7; Theorem 4.7 is 
proved in Section 5, and Theorem 4.1 in Section 6. In Section 7, Theorems 4.1 and 4.7 
(which are for the case [ = exp i0) are extended to the case [ = q exp i0 for q E H:(X): the 
result is Theorem 7.1. Finally, in Section 8 we prove the residue formula (Theorem 8.1) for 
the evaluation of cohomology classes from HE(X) on the fundamental class of Ax, and in 
Section 9 we apply it when K = SU(2) to specific examples. This formula may be related to 
an unpublished formula due to Donaldson. 
In future papers we shall treat the case when &Yx is singular using intersection 
homology; we shall also apply the nonabelian localization formula to moduli spaces of 
bundles over Riemann surfaces regarded as finite-dimensional symplectic quotients, in 
singular as well as nonsingular cases. 
Acknowledgement-We arc most grateful to H. Duistermaat and M. Vergne for helpful suggestions and careful 
readings of the paper. 
In addition, one of us (LCJ) wishes to thank E. Lerman and E. Prato for explaining their work, and also to thank 
E. Witten for discussions about the nonabelian localization formula while the paper [35] was being written. 
2. EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY AND PUSHFORWARDS 
In this section we recall the localization formula for torus actions (Theorem 2.1) and 
express it in a form convenient for our later use (Lemma 2.2). 
Let X be a compact manifold equipped with the action of a compact Lie group K of 
dimension s with maximal torus T of dimension 1. We denote the Lie algebras of K and T by 
k and t, respectively, and the Weyl group by W. We assume an invariant inner product 
(. , *) on k has been chosen (for example, the Killing form): we shall use this to identify 
k with its dual. The orthocomplement of t in k will be denoted t’. 
+ In a future paper we hope to prove that the nonzero contributions to our estimate (Theorem 4.1) come only from 
those lpi2 which are nonzero critical values of 1~1~. 
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Throughout this paper all cohomology groups are assumed to have coefficients in the 
field C. The K-equivariant cohomology of a point is Hi = H*(M), and similarly the 
T-equivariant cohomology is H $ = H*(BT). We identify Hi with S(k*)K, the K-invariant 
polynomial functions on k, and H$ with S(t*). Hence, we have a bijective map (obtained 
from the restriction from k* to t*) which identifies Hi with the subset of H:! fixed by the 
action of the Weyl group W: 
Hi z S(k*)K z S(t*)” c S(t*) E HF. (2.1) 
This natural map Hz + H$ will be denoted t or rx. We shall use the symbol 4 to denote 
a point in k, and $ to denote a point in t. Forfe Hz we shall writef=f(4) as a function of 
4. 
The K-equivariant cohomology of X is the cohomology of a certain chain complex (see, 
for instance, [6, Chapter 7 or 32, Section 51; the construction is due to Cartan [12]) which 
can be expressed as 
sZ;(X) = (S(k*)@O*(X))K (2.2) 
(where Q*(X) denotes differential forms on X). An element in Q;(X) may be thought of as 
a K-equivariant polynomial function from k to Q*(X). For c1 E G*(X) andfE S(k*), we write 
(@f)(4) =f(&)a. In this notation, the differential D on the complex 0xX) is then defined by’ 
D(a @f)(4) =f(4)(da - QP) =f(4)da - i +jf(+) lVjcc. (2.3) 
j= 1 
Here, 4 is the vector field on X given by the action of 4 E k, and r; is the interior product 
with the vector field 4. We have introduced an orthonormal basis {&: j = 1, . ., s} for k, and 
the &E k* are simply the coordinate functions 4j = (@‘, $), while the vj are the vector 
fields on X generated by the action of @. The 4j are assigned egree 2, so that the differential 
D increases degrees by 1. 
One may define the pushforward TI:: H;(X) + Hz, which corresponds to integration 
over the fibre of the map Xx&K -+ BK (see [3, Section 21). The pushforward satisfies 
ITT = r 0 IIf. Because of this identification, we shall usually simply write TI, for II: or IIT. 
A localization formula for 111, was given by Berline and Vergne [7]; a more topological 
proof of this formula is given in [3, Section 31. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Berline and Vergne [7]). If G E H F(X) and $ E t then 
Here we sum over the set F of components F of the jixed point set of T, and eF is the 
T-equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of F; this Euler class is an element of 
H?(F) g H*(F)@HF, as is i,*o. The map iF: F -+ X is the inclusion map. The right-hand side 
of the above expression is to be interpreted as a rational function of $. 
We shall now prove a lemma about the image of the pushforward, which will be applied 
in Section 4. 
+ This definition and the definition (2.8) of the extension O(Q) = w + ~(4) of the symplectic form o to an 
equivariant cohomology class are different from the conventions used by Witten [35]: a factor 4 appears in the our 
definitions where i$ appears in Witten’s definition. In other words Witten’s definition is 
D(a@j)o() =f($)(da - itsa) and I%(+) = o + id+). Witten makes this substitution so that the oscillatory integral 
Jx exp (CO + in(r$)) will appear as the integral of an equivariant cohomology class. 
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LEMMA 2.2. If CT E H F(X) then (lI,a) (tj) is a sum of terms 
such that each term z~,~ is of the form 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
for some component F of thejxed point set of the T action. Here, the bF,j are the weights of the 
T action on the normal bundle VF, and ep’($) = HjflF, j(e) is the product of all the weights, 
while nF. j(U) are some nonnegative integers. The class CF, a is in H*(F)@ H F, and is equal to 
i$aE H*(F)QH g times some characteristic classes of subbundles of vF. 
Proof The normal bundle vF to F decomposes as a direct sum of weight spaces 
VF = OS= ivg), on each of which T acts with weight /IF,) All these weights must be nonzero. 
By passing to a split manifold if necessary (see [lo, Section 21]), we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that the subbundle on which T acts with a given weight decomposes into 
a direct sum of T-invariant real subbundles of rank 2. In other words, we may assume that 
the v$) are rank 2 real bundles, and the T action enables one to identify them in a standard 
way with complex line bundles. 
Then the equivariant Euler class eF(II/) is given for $ E t by 
eF($) = ir (Cl(V(I”) + bF j($)) F , . 
j=l 
Thus, we have 
‘j. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Here, ci(vF’)~ H2(F), so that cl(Vf’)/fiF,j($) is nilpotent and the inverse makes sense in 
H*(F)O@(tii, . . . ,+i), where C($i, . . . , t+bl) denotes the complex valued-rational functions 
on t. 0 
Let us now assume that X is a symplectic manifold and the action of K is Hamiltonian 
with moment map p : X + k*. Denote by c(~ the moment map for the action of T given by 
the composition of p with the restriction map k* -+ t*. We shall be interested in one 
particular (formal) equivariant cohomology class U, defined by 
a(6) = exp iO($), ii)($) = w + p(d). (2-g) 
For this class the localization formula gives 
(&d(II/) = c rF($)9 IF($) = e’pT’F”S’ 
F s 
F eF(ti;me (2.9) 
(This formula does not require the fixed point set of T to consist of isolated fixed points.) 
Remark: For any q E Hz(X) the function II*~E Hg is a polynomial on k, and in 
particular is smooth. However, c = eii3 does not have polynomial dependence on 4. 
Although it is not immediately obvious from the formula (2.9), the function II.&eiij) is still 
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a smooth function on k (for any q E H:(X) represented by an element 
follows from its description as 
299 
ij E n:(X)): this 
Wrle’“) (4) = s eiwq(4)eic(x) W). XEX 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
This section contains results which will be applied in the next section to reduce the 
integral 4” to an integral over t* of a Gaussian multiplied by a piecewise polynomial 
function. The first, Lemma 3.1, reduces integrals over k to integrals over t. Lemma 3.2 
enables us to replace the L* inner product of two functions by the L* inner product of their 
Fourier transforms. Lemma 3.4 relates Fourier transforms on k to Fourier transforms on t. 
Finally, Proposition 3.6 describes certain functions whose Fourier transforms are the terms 
appearing in the localization formula (2.7). 
We would like to study a certain integral that arises out of equivariant cohomology: 
Jz” = 
1 
(2ni)” vol K s 
[d$~] e-a(d,d)‘2 g(4). 
OEll s X 
(3.1) 
Here, 0 E Q%(X) (see (2.2)); we are mainly interested in the class 0 defined by (2.8). Also, E > 0 
and we shall consider the behaviour of 9’ as E + O+. The measure [d$] is a measure on 
k which corresponds to a choice of invariant metric on k (for instance, the metric given by 
the Killing form): such a metric induces a volume form on K, and vol K is the integral of this 
volume form over K. Thus, [d4]/vol K is independent of the choice of metric on k. The 
metric also gives a measure [dt)] on t and a volume form on T: it is implicit in our notation 
that the measures on T and t come from the same invariant metric as those on K and k. 
It will be convenient o recast integrals over k in terms of integrals over t. For this we use 
a function ~II : t + R, satisfying m(w@) = (det w)m($) for all elements w of the Weyl group W, 
and defined by 
Nr(lc/) = n Y(V% (3.2) 
Y’O 
where y runs over the positive roots. Using the inner product to identify t with t*, ID also 
defines a function t* + IF!. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Weyl integration formula) Iff: k -P R is K-invariant, then 
s 
~Ek.fWlddd = Cil 
s 
.WbW)* Cd+1 
lLst 
where s and 1 are the dimensions of K and T, and CK = 1 Wlvol T/v01 K. 
ProojI There is an orthonormal basis {X,, Y,ly a positive root} for t’ such that 
[X,9 $1 = YW y,> c y,, +I = - rwx, 
for all IJ it. The Riemannian volume form of the coadjoint orbit through II/ l t E t* (with the 
metric on the orbit pulled back from the metric on k* induced by the inner product (.;)) 
evaluated on the tangent vectors [X,, $1 and [Y,, $1 is thus nylo y($)‘, while the volume 
form of the homogeneous pace K/T (induced by the chosen metric on k) evaluated on the 
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tangent vectors corresponding to X,, Y, E k is 1. Hence, the Riemannian volume of the orbit 
through @it is w(ll/)’ times the volume of the homogeneous pace K/T. 
0 
It will be convenient also to work with the Fourier transform. Givenf: k -+ R we define 
FKf: k* -+ R, Frf: t* + R by 
1 
(F&)(Z) = (&$,2 - 4skf(&e -iz(o) Cd41 
s 
1 
(FTf)M = (271)1,2 
s 
~J(J/)e-iY”’ Cdl//l . 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
More invariantly, the Fourier transform is defined on a vector space V of dimension n with 
dual space v* as a map F:Qmax(V)+C2m”“(V*) where Qmax(V)=Amax (v*)@Q’(V), 
A,“( v*) is the top exterior power v* and 9’(V) are the tempered istributions on V (see 
[25]). Indeed for z E v*,‘f~ 9’( V) and u E A”‘*‘( v*) we define 
(3.5) 
where the element ugAmax( V) satisfies u(v) = 1 under the natural pairing 
A,*‘( v*) z (Am”(v))*. (The normalization has been chosen so thatf”(4) = F (Ff”) ( - 4) for 
anyfEnmax( v).) For notational convenience we shall often ignore this subtlety and identify 
k, t with k*, t* under the invariant inner product (., .): we shall also suppress the exterior 
powers of k and t and write F,: 9’(k) + W(k*), Fr :9'(t) --) 9’(t*). Further, although we 
shall work with functions whose definition depends on the choice of the element 
[d4] E Amax (associated to the inner product), some of our end results do not depend on 
this choice+ and the use of such functions is just a notational convenience. 
A fundamental property of the Fourier transform is that it preserves the L2 inner 
product. 
LEMMA 3.2. (Parseval’s theorem [25, Section 7.11). Iff: k + @ is a tempered distribution 
and g : k + C is a Schwartz function then FK f: k -+ C is also a tempered distribution and 
FKg : k + @ a Schwartz function, and we have 
s- sWf(@ Cd41 = s (J’d (4 (FK~) (4 Cdzl 4-k xak* 
s-- sW)fW Cd+1 = @Et s yet* (FTg) (y) V’Tf) (y) Cdyl 
We note also that if gE :k -+ R is the Gaussian defined by gE(4) = e-E(4*$)‘2, then 
(F&(z) = s e-@*‘)12” = -$g,-i(z), (FTg,)(y) = $ e-cy9y)/2a = $ gE-l(y). (3.6) 
We also have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. The symplectic volumeform dC$ at a point 4 in the orbit K * II/ through I,$ E k is 
related to the Riemannian volume form dQ: (induced by the metric on k) by 
dC2$ = m($) dQ;. 
t The statement of Theorem 8.1, for instance, does not depend on the invariant inner product ( ., ). 
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Proof The symplectic form is K-invariant and is given at the point $ E t+ in the orbit 
K * t+b (for 5, q it’ giving rise to tangent vectors [ 5, $1, [Q $1 to the orbit) by 
W(C<> $1, cc% $1) = (CL 1(11, vl) = (vhC% 4 >. (3.7) 
In the notation of Lemma 3.1, the symplectic volume form evaluated on the tangent vectors 
CX,, $1, CY,, $1 is given by n y>oMCXy, $1, CY,, $1). But MCXy, $1, CY,, $11, 
= ([X,, $1, Y,) = y(e), from which (comparing with the proof of Lemma 3.1) the Lemma 
follows. 0 
We shall use this Lemma to prove the following Lemma relating Fourier transforms on 
k to those on t. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let f EW(k) be K-invariant, and let us be dejned by (3.2). Then 
F&f) = QJF,(f) 
as distributions on t. 
ProoJ 
e - W6) dQ$ (3.8) 
(where t+ denotes the fundamental Weyl chamber). 
We have from Lemma 3.3 that d$ = m($) dC$. Thus, we have 
(F&f)(z) = (27$@ 
s 
CdlC1lfWbW 
et + s 
e - izW dQ$. (3.9) 
4EK.S 
Now the integral over the coadjoint orbit may be computed by the Duister- 
maat-Heckman theorem [ 151 applied to the action of Ton the orbit K. t,b (or equivalently 
as a consequence of the abelian localization theorem, Theorem 2.1): we have (see e.g. 
[6 Theorem 7.241) 
s 
(3.10) 
kK.JI 
,-k(4) da; = (‘f;l;“’ 
z’, e-ir(w*) (det w). 
This is a well-known formula due originally to Harish-Chandra ([23, Lemma 15-J). (Notice 
that the z in (3.10) plays the role of the $ in Theorem 2.1, while the I,+ in (3.10) specifies the 
orbit.) Now since m(w+) = (det w)nr($). we may replace the integral over t + by an integral 
over t; in other words, we have 
In(z) (FKf ) (z) = (2x) - U2 
s 
Cd+1 fkWlClk-“‘~) = F&f) (4. 0 (3.11) 
se 
Applying this to the Gaussian g,($) = e-E(**s)/2 we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. 
FT(&m)(Y) =-&mOe-<y.y)~2’ = &m(y)g.-l(y). 
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We shall also need the following result which occurs in the work of Guillemin, Lerman, 
Prato and Sternberg concerning Fourier transforms of a class of functions on t*. This result 
will be applied to functions appearing in the abelian localization formula (2.7). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. (a) (See [18], [19, Section 3.21, and [20]) Define h(y) = Hp(y + 7)fo~ 
some 7c t, where Hs(y) = ~01 ( (~1, . . . , sN) : Si 2 0, y = ~jsjpj} for some N-tuple 
B= {PI? . . . , /IN}, bj et*, such that pj all lie in the interior of some half-space oft*. Thus, Hs is 
a piecewise polynomialfunction supported on the cone Cs = {Xj sjbj: sj 2 O}. Then the Fourier 
transform of h is given for + in the complement of the hyperplanes {$ E t: /Ij(rl/) = O> by the 
formula 
F&,4 = 
eir(44 
iN nj”= I Bj(+)' 
(3.12) 
(b) (See [18, Section 21 and [20, (2.15)]) The function Hs(y) is also giuen as 
Hjj(y) = H& * H,, * ... * &?TY 
where for BE Horn@‘, Iw) we have H, = (it& dt, i.e. H, is the pushforward of the Euclidean 
measure dt on [w+ under the map i, : R + -+ IL!’ given by i&t) = fit. Here, * denotes convolution. 
(c) (See [18, Section 23) The function H,q satisfies the differential equation 
i Bj(dlaY)Hg (Y) = JO(Y) 
j=l 
where 6, is the Dirac delta distribution. 
(d) (See [18, Proposition 2.61) The function Hs is smooth at any ye Up, where Us are the 
points in t* which are not in any cone spanned by a subset of {PI, . . . , bN} containing fewer than 
1 elements. 
4. REDUCTION TO A PIECEWISE POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION 
In this section we apply the results stated in Section 3 to reduce .Y to the form given in 
Proposition 4.4, as the integral over YE t* of a Gaussian G(y) = 
gE-l (y)/((27r)sI Wlvol ( T)E”“) times a function Q(y) which is D,R(y), where D, is a differential 
operator and R is a piecewise polynomial function. As a by-product we obtain also 
a generalization of Theorem 2.16 of [20]: we may relax the hypothesis of [20] that the 
action of the maximal torus T have isolated fixed points. 
Two of our main results related to Witten’s work [35] are Theorems 4.1 and 4.7: these 
are stated in this section. The proof of Theorem 4.7 will be given in Section 5. It tells us that 
the cohomological contribution eEBeioo [A’,] given in Witten’s theorem 1.2 for the zero 
locus of the moment map is given by the integral over y E t* of c(y) times a polynomial 
Qo(y) which is equal to Q near y = 0. Theorem 4.1 is our version of the asymptotic estimates 
given in Witten’s theorem 1.1, and will be proved in Section 6 below. Theorem 7.1 in Section 
7 extends Theorems 4.1 and 4.7 to more general equivariant cohomology classes. 
We assume throughout the rest of the paper that K acts on X in a Hamiltonian fashion, 
and that 0 is a regular value of the moment map p for the K action. This is equivalent o the 
assumption that K acts on p-‘(O) with finite stabilizers, and it implies that pL- ‘(0) is 
a smooth manifold. Under these hypotheses, the space A, = CL-‘(0)/K is a V-manifold or 
orbifold (see [28]) and P = ~~‘(0) -+ p-‘(0)/K is a V-bundle: we have a class OE Hs(Ax) 
which represents the class - (4, C#J) /2E Hi(p”- ‘(0)) z H4(p- ‘(0)/K), and which is a four- 
dimensional characteristic lass of the bundle P -+ Ax. 
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In [29] it is proved that the set of critical points of the function p = 1~1’ :X + R is 
a disjoint union of closed subsets C, in X indexed by a finite subset g of t. In fact, if t + is 
a fixed positive Weyl chamber for K in t then /? E g if and only if fl E t + and /? is the closest 
point to 0 of the convex hull in t of some nonempty subset of the finite set {F~(F) : F E F), i.e. 
the image under ,+ of the set of fixed points of T in X. Moreover, if /?E B then 
C, = K(Z#-V-‘(P)) 
where Z, is the union of those connected components of the set of critical points of the 
function ~_l~ defined by p&x) = p(x)(p) on which pa takes the value I/II”. Note that 
Co = p--‘(O) and in general the value taken by the function p = Jp12 on the critical set C, is 
just IpI’, 
We shall prove the following version of Witten’s nonabelian localization theorem, for 
the integral $’ defined in (3.1) with the class g = eim defined by (2.8). 
THEOREM 4.1. For each BES?J, let ps = IflI” (th is is the critical value of the function 
p = 1~1’ : X + R on the critical set CP when this set is nonempty). Then there exist functions 
h,: R+ -+ R such that for some N, 2 0, ENsha remains bounded as E + O+, and for which 
IF - eeQew [Ax] 1 I 1 e-WE h,(~). 
&ci?- lo) 
Remark. The estimate given in Theorem 4.1 is weaker than Witten’s estimate (Theorem 
1.2) since I /?I’ is not in fact a critical value of 1 ,u12 when C, is empty. Nevertheless, in many 
interesting cases all the C, are nonempty, and our estimate then coincides with Witten’s. 
To prove this result, we shall rewrite _P using Lemma 3.1: 
1 
4E = (2rci)“I Wlvol( T) Cdd MOW) W) (lJ*a) W). 
Now we apply Lemma 3.2 to get 
1 
Y = (2ni)” I Wlvol ( T) s yat* CM (FT(g,a)(Y))(FT(a~,a)(Y)). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Applying Corollary 3.5 we have 
1 
9” = (271i)sI w,vol ( T) ES,2 
c 
BE,* ByI m(Y) e- (y’y”2e (FT(aIT*a) (y)) . (4.3) 
Following Guillemin et al. [ 1 S], we may use the abelian localization formula (Theorem 
2.1) to give a formula for FT(II*cr), where u = eiG and from it obtain a formula for 
FT(wII& In terms of the notation of Lemma 2.2, we choose a component A of the set 
+,j(lcI Et: PF,j(Ic/) # O>, where PF,j are the weights of the action of Ton the normal bundle 
to a component E: of the fixed point set. Thus, A is a cone in t. If we denote by CF = CFSA the 
component of nj(ll/ Et : /lF,j($) # O> containing A, then A = n&F,I\. Also, PFa it* lies in 
the dual cone C,. of CF, ,,; indeed, this dual cone is simply the cone 
” - (cjsjflF,j:sj 2 O>. We then define 0F.j = sign fiF,j(<) for any SEA, and 
;I”;;;: p 
OF.j F.j* Then we set k,(a) = Cj,gp,,= - 1 nf.j(N). 
We define a function H: t* + @ by 
(4.4) 
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Here as before 9 is the set of components F of the fixed point set of T and the dF are the 
indexing sets which appeared in Lemma 2.2. If aedF then OF consists of the elements 
fi3.j where each B~,j appears with multiplicity n,,j(u). Then HyFtor) is as defined in Proposi- 
tion 3.6. The cF,a~H*(F) are related to the c~,~ in (2.Q in that 
c~.~($) = eioeiflr(F)(JI)FF,a. (4.5) 
We then have the following theorem, which in the case when the action of T has isolated 
fixed points is the main theorem of Section 3 of [ IS]. For the most part, our proof is a direct 
extension of the proof given in that paper; the major difference is in the use of the abelian 
localization theorem rather than stationary phase. 
THEOREM 4.2. The (piecewise polynomial) function H given in (4.4) is identical to the 
distribution G = F,(II,eia). 
Proof We first apply the abelian localization formula (2.9) to I&o. Then the formula 
obtained from Lemma 2.2 for II,a is 
where Pi, the moment map for the T action, is simply the projection of p onto t and the 
flF. j are the weights of the T action. Recall that the quantity B~.j is PF. j if fiF, j(<) > 0 and 
- BF, j if BF.j(5) < 0. The class ?F.a~ H*(F) is equal to some characteristic classes of 
subbundles of the normal bundle \1F; it is independent of $. 
Notice that each 83.j~ t* lies in the half-space {y E t*: y(r) > Oj, for any 5 E A. Equation 
(4.7) is hence of the form appearing on the right-hand side of (3.12), up to multiplication by 
a factor independent of II/. The conclusion of the proof goes, as in Section 3 of [18], by 
applying a lemma about distributions (see [20, Appendix A]): 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose G and H are two tempered distributions on R’ such that 
1. FTC - FTH is supported on a jinite union of hyperplanes. 
2. There is a half-space {y: (y, i> > k,} containing the support of H - G. 
Then G = H. 
Here we apply the lemma to H as given in (4.4) and G = FT(ll,eij). The first hypothesis 
is satisfied because we know from Proposition 3.6 that FTH is given by the formula (4.6) on 
the complement of the hyperplanes (~IB~,j(~) = 01; but this is just the formula for 
FTC = n,ei’. Further, H is supported in a half-space since all the weights b$,j satisfy 
/I$. j(<) > 0 for any 5 E A. while the support of G is contained in the compact set pT(X) (see 
Section 5 below). Therefore, the support of H - G is contained in a half-space of the form 
(y : (y, 5) > k,)- for some k,,. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 0 
Define 
R(Y) = F&L+/J)(Y) 
where c = exp i0. Then (4.3) and (4.4) give us the following proposition. 
(4.8) 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. The function R is a piecewise polynomial function supported on cones 
each of which has apex at pT(F) for some component F of thejxed point set of T. Let Q be the 
distribution dejned by 
Q(Y) = ~YVMY) 
where the difirential operator D, is given by 
and y runs over the positive roots (cf (3.2)). Then 
1 
4” = (27$[ WI vol(T)E”‘2 s 
[dy] e - Cy,y)‘2r Q(y). 
yeta (4.9) 
Proof: It only remains to note that F&~ll,o) = D,F#,o), where D, is defined 
above. 0 
Remark. The formulas for Q(y) obtained from (4.6) will in general be different for 
different choices of A. 
In addition, certain formulas simplify if we impose the additional assumption that at any 
point x in a component F of the fixed point set of the T action, the orthocomplement t’ of 
t in k injects into the tangent space T,X under the infinitesimal action of K; in other words, 
that the stabilizer Stab(x) of x is such that Stab(x)/ T is a finite group. Under this additional 
hypothesis, we may indeed prove a somewhat stronger result. Notice that by Lemma 2.2, 
each term (corresponding to a component F in the fixed point set of T) in the localization 
formula for II,0 has a factor e$“($) in the denominator. Now for x E F, the fibre (v,), over 
x of the normal bundle to F will contain t’. x, the image oft’ under the infinitesimal action 
of K. Under the additional assumption that t’ injects into T,X, the set of weights for vF 
contains for each root y > 0 either the root y or the root - y; in other words, e$“(I(I) is 
divisible by ar($). Thus, from Lemma 2.2 we obtain the formula for ar($)II,a: 
@M-I*0 = c ?F,ol, (4.10) 
F&S=, asd P 
SF,= = (- ljk@) 
eifl,(F)W) 
l-I,@, j(+))Lw 
(4.11) 
Here, the notation is as in (4.6) and (4.7) except that n”F, j(a) = n,j(Ct) if BF, j is not a root, 
while fiF, j(a) = nF, j(a) - 1 if BF, j is a root. 
We may then use the abelian localization formula to give a formula for FT(uCI,a) where 
u = e’“. As in (4.4), we define a function H”(y) for y E t* by 
H”(y) = c c (-l)k’(*‘&%(@( - y + k(F)) 
Fe.9 ac_eJF s 
eWcF.a. (4.12) 
The notation is as in (4.4) except that each B~,j appears in y*F(tl) wifh multiplicity nF,j(a) if it 
is not a root and n,+j(a) - 1 if it is a root. The function &j,(a) is then as defined in 
Proposition 3.6. 
In the case when the action of T has isolated fixed points, Theorem 4.5 below is the main 
result (Theorem 2.16) of Part I of Guillemin and Prato [20]. For the most part, our proof 
translates directly from the proof given in that paper, except that we use the abelian 
localization theorem in place of stationary phase. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that t’ injects into T,X for all fixed points x of the action of T. 
Then the distribution H” given in (4.12) is identical to the distribution G = Fr(mlI,e”). 
Proof: This theorem is proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 4.2. The conclusion 
of the proof goes, as in the proof of Theorem 2.16 of [20], by applying Lemma 4.3 directly to 
H” as given in (4.12) and G = Fr(mlI,e”). 0 
In particular we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that t’ injects into T,X for all fixed points x of the action of T. 
Define 
so that 
1 
Ye = (2rri)” 1WI vol( T)E”‘~ s 
[dy] e -(Y-y)‘2EQ(y). 
yEt* 
(4.14) 
Then Q is a piecewise polynomial function supported on cones each of which has apex at pT(F) 
for some component F of the fixed point set of T. 
We now drop the hypothesis that t’ injects into T,X at the fixed points x of the action of 
T, and return to the general situation described in Proposition 4.4. It will follow from (5.6) 
that Q is smooth near y = 0; thus, in particular there is a polynomial Q. which is equal to 
Q near y = 0. Of course, Q. = D,RO where R0 is the polynomial which is equal to Fr(II*a) 
near y = 0. In the next section we shall provide an alternative description of Q. and prove 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. Assume K acts efkctively on p- ‘(0). Then we have 
1 
Y’d’ (2ni)” 1WI vol( T) E”~ s 
[dy] e-(Y*y)/2EQ,,(y) = eee’eioo[Mx], 
yEf* 
This tells us that the contribution to 4” from p-‘(0)/K is obtained by integrating Q. 
rather than Q (weighted by the Gaussian s defined in the first paragraph of this section) 
over y E t*. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4.7 
This section gives the proof of Theorem 4.7, which identifies e”Qeiwo[.&x] with the 
integral of a Gaussian c times a polynomial Qo. The key step in the proof is the 
well-known result Proposition 5.2 below, which gives a normal form for the symplectic 
form, the K action and the moment map in a neighbourhood 0 of pL- ‘(0). We first recast he 
distribution Q in terms of an integral over X (Proposition 5.1), so that Q(y) is given by the 
integral over X of a distribution supported where ~1 takes the value y. (This step occurs also 
in the proof [15] of the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem.) Hence, for sufficiently small y, this 
distribution is supported in 0 and we may do the integral over X to obtain the value of the 
polynomial Q,, which is equal to Q near 0. This turns out to be given by an integral over .A’x 
involving the symplectic form and the curvature of a bundle over A!* (see (5.6)). Finally, we 
multiply Q,, by the Gaussian p and integrate over t to see that the result is eaB eioo [Mx]. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Q(y) = a~~(y)(27rr)s’~ j,,xei”G(y - p(x)), where S denotes the (Dirac) 
delta distribution. 
Proof: We have by Lemma 3.4 that 
Q = wFr(nrH,c~) = ar2FK(H*a) 
so that 
w2 (Y) 
Q(Y) = (2,tr,2 
s 
~Ek Cd+] e - iy(‘) 
s 
,iw ei&) (0) 
xsX 
= vJ2 (y) (2n)“‘Z 
s 
e’“6(p - y). 
X 
0 (5.1) 
We would like to study this for lyl < h for sufficiently small h > 0. Now there is 
a neighbourhood of ~1~ ‘(0) on which the symplectic form is given in a standard way related 
to the symplectic form o. on AX; this follows from the coisotropic embedding theorem (see 
[22, Sections 39411). 
PROPOSITION 5.2 (Gotay [16], Guillemin and Sternberg [22] and Marle [31]). Assume 
0 is a regular value of p (so that p-‘(O) is a smooth manifold and K acts on p-‘(O) withjinite 
stabilizers). Then there is a neighbourhood 0 E p-‘(O) x {;zfk*,IzI I h) G u- ‘(0) x k* if 
p-‘(O) on which the symplectic form is given as follows. Let P = p-‘(O)‘+ AX be the orbifold 
principal K-bundle given by the projection map q : p- ‘(0) + pL- ‘(0)/K, and let 8 E R’(P)@k be 
a connection for it. Let w. denote the induced symplectic form on AX; in other words, 
q*wo = i,*w. Then ifwe define a l-form z on 0 c P x k* by zpqZ = z(e) (fior pi P and ZE k*), the 
symplectic form on 0 is given by 
w = q*wo + dz. 
Further, the moment map on 0 is given by p(p, z) = z. 
(5.2) 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. We assume, for simplicity of notation, that K acts freely on pL- ‘(O), 
but all of the following may be transferred to the case when K acts with finite stabilizers by 
introducing V-manifolds or orbifolds (see [28]). In other words, we work locally on finite 
covers of subsets of p-‘(O) and p-‘(0)/K, where the covering group is the stabilizer of the 
K action at a point x E pL- ‘(0). 
When 1 y 1 < h and h is sufficiently small, the distribution 6@(x) - y) is supported in 0, so 
we may compute Qo(y) from (5.1) by restricting to 0. We have 
Qo(Y) = (27V”m2(y) 
s 
e’“o(y - z’) 
(p,i’)~ P x k* 
(5.3) 
= (2?r)“‘W(y) 
s 
,p 
,f 
,EPX k* exp i(q*wo + z’(dg))exp idz’(@&y - z’). 
(5.4) 
Now the term in exp id.?(B) which contributes to the integral (5.4) is i”R[dz’] where [dz’] is 
the volume form on k (since all factors dz; . . . dz; must appear in order to get a contribution 
to the integral). Here, n = l-l;= 1 ei (for j indexing an orthonormal basis of k and ei the 
corresponding components of the connection 0) is a form integrating to vol(K) over each 
fibre of P + AX. 
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Doing the integral over z’ E k*, we get 
Qo(y) = i”m2(y) (27$12 
J 
exp i(q*wO + y(d0 + [0,8]/2))R 
P 
(5.5) 
= i”tir2(y) (2a)“” 
s 
exp i(q*o0 + y(FdP. (5.6) 
Ir- i(O) 
Here, FB = d0 + i[O, O] is the curvature associated with the connection 8; we may introduce 
the term [O, O] into the exponential in (5.5) since the additional factors 8 will give zero under 
the wedge product with R. Formula (5.6) shows that Q. is a polynomial in y. 
Now we were interested in 
,a; = 
1 
(27rir 1WI voi( T) E”~ s 
[dy]e-cy*y)‘2”Qo(y) 
yet’ 
1 
= (2nY,Z, w,volt T) Es,2 
s 
yR, CRYING e-‘y*y”2” 
s 
p exp(q*cu, + Y(Fo))R (5.7) 
1 
= (27c&Y’2 vol( K) s 
[dz] e- <Z*,-)/Z& 
z&9 s 
exp (4*w0 + 4Fd)Q 
P 
(5.8) 
where the last step-uses Lemma 3.1 and the fact that sp exp(q*oo + z(Fd)R is an invariant 
function of z. 
We now regard FB as a formal parameter and complete the square to do the integral 
over z; we have (identifying z(Fo) with (Fo, z) using the invariant inner product (.; )) 
s Cdzl e- (Z,Z)/2E exp( Fe, z) = (~RE)“‘~ exps( Fo, FB>/2. (5.9) zsL* 
But (Fo, Fe)/2 is just the class z*@ on P, for 0 E H4(Ax). Hence, we obtain (integrating 
over the fibre of P + Ax and using the fact that the integral of R over the fibre is vol (K)) 
$5 = r exp iwo exp E 0, (5.10) 
completing the proof of Theorem 4.7. q 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. This is done by observing 
that 9” - ecB eiwo[Ax] is of the form i-” St ii?(Q - Qo) = 
s t &YD,(R - R,) = s,(D,* p)(R - R,), where R - R. is piecewise polynomial and sup- 
ported away from 0. (Here, 02 = ( - 1)‘“-‘)‘2D,.) The results of [29] establish that the 
distance of any point of Supp(Q - Qo) from 0 is at least IpI for some nonzero /I in the 
indexing set C$ defined in Section 4. Hence, we obtain the estimates in Theorem 4.1. 
In fact, the function R - R. is known explicitly in terms of the values of p=(F) (where 
F are the components of the fixed point set), the integrals over F of characteristic lasses of 
subbundles of the normal bundle vF, and the weights of the action of Ton vF (see (2.7) and 
Proposition 3.6). The function R - R. is polynomial on polyhedral regions oft, so that the 
quantity Y - eae eiUO[_&‘J can, in principle, be computed from the integral of a polynomial 
times a Gaussian over these polyhedral regions. We shall study these integrals in another 
paper and relate them to the cohomology of the higher strata in the stratification of 
X according to the gradient tlow of lpi2 given in [29]. 
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We now examine 9” - fb and prove Theorem 4.1. Recall from Section 4 that the 
indexing set 98 of the critical sets C, for the function p = 1 pi2 is 93 = t+ n WB where 
wg = (~9 : $3 E $3, w E W} is the set of closest points to 0 of convex hulls of nonempty 
subsets of the set {pLT(F): FEF} of images under pT of the connected components of the 
fixed point set of Tin X. We shall refer to {b#‘) : F E F} as the set of weights’ associated to 
X equipped with the action of T. 
Let 2 denote the locus 
f = {y E t* : Q is not smooth at y}. 
Then we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. f c yb, where yb = {y E t* : F,(lI,e’“) is not smooth at y}. 
Proof Q = wFT(mII,ei5) = mD,F&I,e”). Hence, if F,(II*eiG) is smooth at y then so is 
Q. u 
Now it follows from [lS, Section 51 that yb = u YErP7( V,) where VY is a component of the 
fixed point set of a one parameter subgroup TY of T and I indexes all such one parameter 
subgroups and components of their fixed point sets. Let 
D = n{D&k w93 - (0)) 
where D, denotes the open half-space 
D, = {yEt*:y(B) < IPI’). 
Note that if fl E W - (0) then D, contains 0 and its boundary is the hyperplane 
H, = {yEt*:y(P) = MI’). 
LEMMA 6.2. The support of Q - Q. is contained in the complement of D (or equivalently 
Q = Q. on D). 
Proof: Suppose V, is a component of the fixed point set of a one parameter subgroup TY. 
By the Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg convexity theorem [l, 211, pdVY) is the convex hull of 
some subset of the weights. Hence, the closest point to 0 in pT( V,) is in WB. Now either this 
closest point is 0, or else the closest point is a point /?E W&3 - (0) (in which case 
&‘J c t - D, c t - D). 
Now if x is a point in Supp (Q - Qo) then the ray from 0 to x must pass through at least 
one point in f; hence, it suffices to prove $ c t - D since D is the intersection of a number 
of open half-spaces all of which contain 0. 
But 9 c u ypT( V,) and every point in pT( V,) is in t - D unless 0 is in pT( V,). Moreover, 
if x E pLT( V,) n 2 and 0 E pLT( V,), we may consider the function Q - Q,, restricted to a small 
neighbourhood of the ray from 0 through x. This ray lies in the hyperplane fiy which is the 
orthocomplement in t to the Lie algebra t, of TY. (Since the component of pT in the direction 
oft, is constant along I’, and since 0 E p=( I’,), it follows that pT( V,) is contained in 2J Since 
Q - Q. is identically zero near 0 but not near x, the ray from 0 to x must contain a point x’ 
in $ which is contained in some P~( VYj) with t, # t,‘. If 0 4 pT( V,) then pT(VY) c t - D and 
so x E t - D. If 0 E pLT( V,!) then we simply repeat the argument, considering the restriction of 
+ The motivation for this is that if X is a nonsingular subvariety of complex projective space P, and T acts on X via 
a linear action on C”+ I, then each &F) is a weight of this action when appropriate identifications are made. 
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Q - Q. to a neighbourhood of WY n #,I. Since 049, after finitely many repetitions of this 
argument we get the required result. Hence, the lemma is proved. fi 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.7, we then use Lemma 6.2 to express Yr” - 3: as 
Denote by C the set {YE t* - D : IQ(y) - Q&)/ I 1). Then 
(27r)sI Wlvol(T)~“‘*[P - 4$l I 
s 
[dy] e-Iy12/2E +
s 
[dy]tQ - QolZ e-lY11/2E+ 
c t*-Li 
If b is the minimum value of jpI over all BE% - {O), then 
where &) is a polynomial in =sii2. 
Further, denote the p the function IQ - Qai2. Then 
6.2) 
For each BE I+‘@ - (Of one can now decompose y it* into y = W& + w, w E pL, w. E [w 
(where p = #WV). H ence, each of the integrals (6.2) is of the form 
J s 
,-W32& 
WOll~l w4 
e-~w~z~zE p(wo, w) 
and this is clearly bounded by e-tai2/” times a polynomial in E. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, 
7. EXTENSION OF THEOREMS 4.1 AND 4.7 TO OTHER CLASSES 
In this section we extend Theorems 4.1 and 4.7 to equivariant cohomology classes of the 
form [ = qeim where q E Hg(X). More precisely, we shall show the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose q~liX(X) and suppose that iav, EW~(,U~‘(O)) is represented by 
q. E H*(p- ‘(0)/K) (where i. : j.4- ‘(0) + X is the inclusion map). Then we have the fdlowing. 
(a) We have tlzat 
where QT(y) = pr(y)F&rII,(~ exp i&j)) and Qa(y) is a polynomial which is equal to Q”(y) near 
y = 0. 
e-+/2” h,(.$ 
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(c) Suppose q is represented by q = cJqJ@ E ng(X)for ylJ E n*(X). Then Q” is oftheform 
Q’(Y) = &DJRJ(Y), h w ere DJ are diferential operators on t* and RJ are piecewise polynomial 
functions on t*. 
Proof: (a) We examine the function Q”(y) near y = 0. We have from Lemma 3.4 and the 
paragraph before Theorem 2.1 that 
~~d~~,(wii"))(y) = (~2~KlTJrlei9)(y) 
QJ2(Y) 
= @p bEk cd43 s sxtXe -iv(*) eim eipWW rl(4). 
Now since ~(4) = &$‘qr for qr E n*(X) (where the I are multi-indices), we may define for 
any x E X a distribution S, with values in A* T,*X as follows: for any y E t* we have 
= 7 WYS s [&j-J ei(bdd -v) (4) e’“q, +Ek 
= (27~)” C (i8/8y)‘&p(x) - y) ei”ql. (7.1) 
Thus, the distribution S,(y), viewed as a distribution S(x, y) on X x t*. is supported on 
{(x, y) E X x t*: p(x) = y}. Hence, for sufficiently small y, S(x, y) (viewed now as a function of 
x) is supported on Lo (in the notation of Section 5) and we find that 
m*(Y) 
Q”(Y) = (27cy,2 s XEX Sk Y) 
a2(y) 
=(271)si2 QEkcd4’ s s pxk* ei(P(r)-~)W) eiw V(4). 
(7.2) 
Now consider the restriction of ye to Hi(P x k*) E H;(P) (where P = p-l(O) as in 
Section 5). Recall that there exists v~ER*(P/K) such that q - n*q*qo = Dy for some y, 
where D is the equivariant cohomology differential on P x k* and n : P x k* -+ P x (0) and 
q: P + -+ P/K are the projection maps.+ We then have that 
nr2(Y) 
Q%) - (27cY/2 $Ek Cd41 
s s XOP x k* 
ei(pW -Y) (8) eiw7c*q*Vo 
ei(c(x)-y)(4) eiuDy def m2(y) _ 
(27c)“‘2 A (7.3) 
But also 
(since D~j = 0 and DW = 0). Hence A = [+&[d+] jpx k* d(ei’W(“)-Y’(8) e’“y) (since for any 
differential form Y, the term t; Y in DY cannot contain differential forms of top degree in x). 
Using Stokes’ theorem and replacing P x k* by P x B(k*) where B(k*) is a large ball in k* 
+ This is because the map i 0 71: P x k* + P x k* is homotopic to the identity by a homotopy through equivariant 
maps, where i: P x {O} + P x k* is the inclusion map. Hence, i induces an isomorphism 
i*: HX(Px k*)+ Hg(Px{O}). 
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with boundary S(k*), we have that 
A= 
s s 
Cd41 & (P C-4 - Y) (4) eiw 1 Yr#+ 
&k P x S(k* ) I 
for yr E R*(P x k*). Thus, we have A = ‘&(ia/ay)‘S,(y) where 
S,(Y) = s s L-Q1 ,iWx)-Y) (9) eiy,. OEk xsPxS(k*) 
Now we do the integral over 4 to obtain 
MY) = cw s xcP xS(k* ) @4x) - y)e’“h. 
This is zero since the delta distribution is supported off S(k*) (recall that p(p, z) = z for 
(p, Z)E P x k*). Hence, we have that A = 0, and so 
W2(Y) 
Q”(Y) = (2ny/2 9Ek [+I 
s s (p,zEP x k* 
,iCz-Y)(+) eimn*qo (7.4) 
and the rest of the proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 4.7 which was for the 
case I]~ = 1. In particular, the analogue of (5.6) is 
Qa(y) = i%‘(y) (27-~)“‘~ 
s 
~.,,o) 110 ew(q*wo + Y(&#% (7.5) 
this equation shows that Qa is a polynomial (and in particular smooth) in y. 
(b) This is a direct extension of the proof of Theorem 4.1, with Q and Q. replaced by Q” 
and Q& 
(c) Since q = cJqJ@, the abelian localization formula for II,(~ei5) yields 
N4R+hei”)(4) = a(4) C rb@), G(d) = 
F&F s F 
J eir,W)($) s iF* rJJei” F eF(#) 
where 
zFqbl, J(c#l) = ( - l)kF(@ s - eifl,W)W F iF*IIJe’WCF’a nj(fl^,, j(,$))“F. j(m) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(and the ZF,a are as in (4.5)). Here, as in Section 4, we may form a distribution 
H(y) = L&ii, 23 = c (ia/ay)J c ( - l)k,@) 
J Fe*. as.d~ s F 
ihJei”tFF.a) f$,,(PdF) - y) (7.8) 
where the piecewise polynomial function Hs is as in Proposition 3.6. Thus, fi is of the form 
g(y) = &DJRJ(y) where the R,(y) are piecewise polynomial and the DJ are differential 
operators. 
We also define the distribution 
G(y) = Fr(r_aII*~e’~). 
Thus, NY)G(Y) = Q’YY). 
(7.9) 
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Then we may show that the distributions G and H are identical. For we apply Lemma 
4.3 as before. We find by Proposition 3.6(a) that (FrG)($) and (F,H) (Ic/) are identical off the 
hyperplanes /?F,j($) = 0, so the first hypothesis of Lemma 4.3 is satisfied. Moreover, H is 
supported in a half-space and 
G(y) = a(y)&&~ VJ4JeiG) (Y) 
J 
= (27-W(~) 1 (ia/ay)J 
s 
vJB(dx) - yJei” 
J XEX 
(7.10) 
so G is supported in the compact set p(X) n t* and hence H - G is supported in a half- 
space. Thus, the second hypothesis of Lemma 4.3 is also satisfied and we may conclude that 
G = H, which completes the proof. 0 
8. RELATIONS IN THE COHOMOLOGY RING OF SYMPLECTIC QUOTIENTS 
In this section we shall prove a formula for the evaluation of cohomology classes from 
HE(X) on the fundamental class of Ax, and apply it to study the cohomology ring H*(A,) 
in two examples. 
Henceforth we assume K acts effectively on pL- ‘(0). More generally the right hand side of 
(8.1) should be multiplied by no where no is the order of the subgroup of K that acts trivially 
on p-‘(O). 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let q E H t(X) induce q. E H*(A’,) and assume K acts efictiuely on p- ‘(0). 
Then we have 
goei”“[Ax] = 
( - l)“+ 
(27c)“-‘1 W(vol( T) Res(m’(II/) 1 GWCWI) FE9 
where 
Here s and 1 are the dimensions of K and its maximal torus T, and a($) = II,,,y($j 
where y runs over the positive roots of K; the number of positive roots (s - l)/2 is denoted by 
n,. If F E 9 (where 9 denotes the set of components of the T fixed point set) then iF : F -+ X 
is the inclusion of F in X and eF is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to F in 
X. The quantity Res(R) will be defined below (Definition 8.5). The definition of Res(0) will 
depend on the choice of a cone A, a test function 2, and a ray in t* specified by a parameter 
p E t*-but in fact if the form Sz is sufficiently well behaved (as is the case in (8.1)) then the 
quantity Res(R) will turn out to be independent of these choices (see Propositions 8.6, 8.7 
and 8.9). 
In the case of K = SU(2) the result of Theorem 8.1 is as follows. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let K = SU(2), let g E H;(X) induce q. E H*(AX) and assume K acts 
effectively on pL- 1 (0). Then the cohomology class qoeiwO evaluated on the fundamental class of 
_&x is given by the following formula: 
qoei”o[Mx] = - 2Reso($2 c @($)), where r;($) = ei’+(F)(*) F i’~~~~. 
FE* + s 
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Here, Reso denotes the coefficient of l/11/, and S + is the subset of the fixed point set of 
T = U(1) consisting of those components F of the Tjxed point set for which uT(F) > 0. We 
have identified II/ E Iw with diag(2zi$, - 27ci$) E SU(2) 
An important special case (cf. Witten [35, Section 2.41) is as follows. 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let n E Hz(X) induce no E H*(A%!~), and let 0 E H4(Ax) be induced by 
the polynomial function -(4, $)/2 of 4, regarded as an element of Hi. Then if .s > 0 we have 
qoeB@eiwo [c&X] = 
( - l)“+ 
(2n)“-‘1 WIvol( T) 
(- ~IIcIl’/2)m~2W) c G4,WWl (8.2) 
FE.9 
where 
We now give a general definition (Definition 8.5) of Res h[dtj] when h is a meromorphic 
function on an open subset oft@@ satisfying certain growth conditions at infinity.’ For the 
restricted class of meromorphic forms of the form e’j@) d [ @]/‘njbj($)y Definition 8.5 implies 
the existence of an explicit procedure for computing these residues by successive contour 
integrations, which is outlined in Proposition 8.11. 
Our definition of the residue will be based on the following well-known result ([25], 
Theorem 7.4.2 and Remark following Theorem 7.4.3): 
PROPOSITION 8.4 (i) Suppose u is a distribution on t*. Then the set I-. = {<Et :e(‘% is 
a tempered distribution} is convex. (Here, (.;) denotes the pairing between t and t*.) 
(ii) If the interior l-z of I-,, is nonempty, then there is an analytic function ti in t + irz such 
that the Fourier transform of e”,% is a(. + it) for all 5~l-z. 
(iii) For every compact subset M of Tz there is an estimate 
I4i)l < C(1 + lilIN, Im(i)EM. (8.3) 
(iv) Conversely if r is an open convex set in t and h is a holomorphic function on t + iT 
with bounds of the form (8.3) for every compact M c I-, then is a distribution u on t* such that 
e”*% is a tempered distribution and has Fourier transform h(. + it) for all 5 E r. 
(v) Finally, ifu itselfis tempered then the Fourier transform iI is the limit (in the space S’ of 
tempered distributions) of the distribution II/ + a($ + it@ as t + O+, for any 0~ I?,“. 
Definition 8.5. Let A be a (proper) cone in t. Let h be a holomorphic function on 
t - iInt(A) G t@C such that for any compact subset M of t - iInt (A) there is an integer 
N 20 and a constant C such that Ih( I C(1 + l[l)N for all (EM. Let X:k*+R be 
a smooth invariant function with compact support and strictly positive in some neighbour- 
hood of 0, and let ji = Fxx: k -+ @ be its Fourier transform. Let iE(4) = i(d) so that 
(F&(Z) = xc(z) = E-~&/E). Assume i(O) = 1. Then we define 
Res”sX (h [d$] ) = lim 
1 
E_o+ (27ci)l s +-it 
M)h(ti) [WI 
where 5 is any element of A. 
(8.4) 
+ Our definition is somewhat related to the definition of the residue of a meromosphic I-form at a point in @’ given 
for example in [17, Chapter 5.11 and [24, Chapter 91. though it is not the same. 
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By the Paley-Wiener theorem ([25, Theorem 7.3.1]), for any fixed 5 E k the function 
i($ - it) = FK(e-(r* ‘)I)($) is rapidly decreasing since F& = 2 is smooth and compactly 
supported. Hence, the integral (8.4) converges. Now the function 2 extends to a holomorphic 
function on k@@ and in particular on t@@ (Proposition 8.4), and by assumption h extends 
to a holomorphic function on t - iInt(A); hence, by Cauchy’s theorem, the integral (8.4) is 
independent of 5 E Int (A). 
The independence of ResA*X(R) of the choices of A and x when R is sufficiently well 
behaved is established by the next results. 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Let h : k + @ be a K-invariant function. Assume that FKh is compactly 
supported; it then follows that h: k -+ C is smooth [25, Lemma 7.1.33 and extends to 
a holomorphic function on k @C (Proposition 8.4). Then ResA*x(h[d$]) is independent ofthe 
cone A. 
Proof As above, define xE(z) = E-~x(z/E), so that i,(4) = t(s4). The function h extends in 
particular to a holomorphic function on t@@, and by the remarks after Definition 8.5, the 
function iE also extends to a holomorphic function on t@@. Hence, Cauchy’s theorem 
shows that for any choice of the cone A, 
Res”,“(h(+)[dtj]) = lim - E_O + (21i)l 
s 
~Ef ~‘EICl)h(~)CdlCII. q (8.5) 
Remark. If h is as in the statement of Proposition 8.6, then nr2h also satisfies the 
hypotheses of the proposition, so ResA,x(ar2h[d$]) is also independent of the cone A. 
The following is a consequence of Proposition 8.4. 
PROPOSITION 8.7. Let u: t* + C be a distribution, and assume the set r. defined in 
Proposition 8.4 contains -Int(A). Thus, h = FTu is a holomorphic function on t - iInt A, 
satisfying the hypotheses in Definition 8.5. Suppose in addition that u is smooth at 0. Then 
Re$“(h[d$]) is independent of the test function x, and equals i- ‘u(0)/(27~)“~. 
We shall be dealing with functions h: k + C whose Fourier transforms are smooth at 
0 but which are sums of other functions not all of whose Fourier transforms need be smooth 
at 0. For this reason we must introduce a small generic parameter PE t* where all the 
functions in this sum are smooth. More precisely, we define the following result. 
Definition 8.8. Let A, x and h be as in Definition 8.5. Let PE t* be such that the 
distribution Frh is smooth on the ray tp for t l (0,b) for some 6 > 0, and suppose (Frh)(tp) 
tends to a well defined limit as t + O+. Then we define 
ResP.Axx(h[d$]) = lim ResAJ (h($)e”P(*) Cd+]). 
f-O+ 
(8.6) 
Under these hypotheses, Res “s”J(h[d$]) is independent of x (by Proposition 8.7), but it 
may depend on the ray { tp : t E R+ }. However, we have by Proposition 8.7 the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 8.9. Suppose F,h is smooth at 0. Then the quantity ResP~*J(h[d$]) satisjes 
Res”,AxX (h[d$]) = ResA,” (h[d$]). 
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Remark. In the light of Propositions 8.6,8.7 and 8.9, it makes sense to write Res(Q) for 
ResfiAgX(R) when R = ar%[d$] for a K-invariant function h: k + @ for which FKh is 
compactly supported and Fr(sr2h) is smooth at 0. In the proof of Theorem 8.1 which we are 
about to give, we shall check the validity of these hypotheses for the form R which appears 
in the statement of the theorem. 
We now give the proof of Theorem 8.1. We shall first show the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8.10. (a)The distribution F,(ll.+qe”)(z’) dejined for z’ E k is represented by 
a smooth function for z’ in a st@ciently small neighbourhood of 0. 
(b) We have 
(27c)“2 
= (2KY, w, vol(T) is Ms21MeiG) (0). 
(8.7) 
(8.8) 
Proof: (a) To evaluate F,(II,yeiG)(0), we introduce a test function x : k* + R+ which is 
smooth and of compact support, and for which (FKx)(0) = 1/(27~)“‘~. We define 
x&z) = E-~x(z/E); as E + 0, the functions xE tend to the Dirac delta distribution on k* (in the 
space 9’ of distributions on k*). Then we have 
(FKXE) (4) = (FKX) (a@). (8.9) 
Now to evaluate F&I,~e’“)(z’), we integrate it against the sequence of test functions &: 
where 
FK(II*rjei3)(z’) = lim i” y(z)) 
E-O+ 
(8.10) 
i”y(z’) = 
s 
e Cdzl ~KVLrleia)(4~E(~ - 4 
rek 
= J J [@I rl(+) eioei (P (x) - 2’ ) (4) g+) (8.11) &k X0X 
(by Parseval’s theorem). Now because xE is smooth and of compact support, the 
Paley-Wiener theorem ([25, theorem 7.3.11) implies that j$ is rapidly decreasing. So we may 
use Fubini’s theorem to interchange the order of integration and get 
i”y(z’) = eio 
s s 
[d+]r~(+)i,(4) ei(~(x)-“‘(~’ (8.12) 
X0X #-k 
= (27c)@ 
s 
e%( - ia/az)XE(z)II=I((X)--Z,. 
XEX 
(8.13) 
As E + 0, xe is supported on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of pL- ‘(0). Thus, because of 
Proposition 5.2, the integral may be replaced by an integral over P x k*: 
i”f”(z’) = (27~)“‘~ JP,ZjEPx k, ei3( - i$)*Jz - z’). (8.14) 
Now by the same argument as given in the proof of Theorem 7.1(a), there is q. E Q*(P/K) 
such that 
q - n*qo = Dy for some y (8.15) 
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where D is the equivariant cohomology differential on P x k* and n: P x k* + P + P/K is 
the projection map. By the argument given after (7.3), we have 
(8.16) 
But 
Hence, 
,io ei(~-OWDy = ~(~iu ei(z-z’)W)y(~)). (8.17) 
(8.18) 
(since for any differential form Y, the term 1; Y in DY cannot contain differential forms of 
top degree in x). Replacing P x k* by P x B,(k*) where B,(k*) is a large ball in k* with 
boundary S,(k*), we have that 
We then interchange the order of integration to get 
= !ih ~cp,z)ep x S,(k*) (e’” y (g ),.(z - 2)) by Stokes’ tlwmn (8.20) 
This limit equals 0 for sufficiently small z’ since xe is compactly supported on k*. Hence, 
A, = 0. 
Finally, we obtain, using the expression for w given in Proposition 5.2, 
iSyE = (27~)“‘~ 
s (p,z)~P x k* 
e’“(n*qJ x,(z - z’) (8.21) 
= (27442 
s 
e 
(P.Z)EP x IL* 
in*% (n*VO) eiO(dr) eide@) X~(z _ z~). (8.22) 
Thus, we have, as in Section 5, 
lim 2%‘) = (27W2 s (p )EPX kf ein*"'O (Ir*qo) R[dz]eiF”‘“‘G(z - z’)) &+O ,= 
= @y/2 s ein’oo (n*rlo) eiFW)n (8.23) P 
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where R is the differential form introduced after (5.4). This shows in particular that (F@)(Y) 
(where rV($) = lT,(qeiG) (4)) is a polynomial in z’ for small z’, and hence is smooth in z’ for z’ 
sufficiently close to 0. This completes the proof of (a). 
When z’ = 0, eq. (8.23) becomes 
lim y”(O) = i-“F&I*rjeiG)(0) = (27~)“” vol(K) qoei”“[&!x] 
SAO 
which proves (8.7). Using Lemma 3.1 again, we have for any K-invariant functionfon k that 
(8.24) 
Combining this with (8.7) we obtain 
(27#‘2 
v0ei"%41 = ~2n~,W,vol~T)is~~( ~2&.viG)(0) 
which is (8.8). 0 
Theorem 8.1 follows from Propositions 8.10 and 8.7 by applying Theorem 2.1 to 
decompose rq = II&e’“) as a sum of meromorphic functions r$ on t @Q= corresponding to 
the components F of the fixed point set of T. We now complete the proof of this theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1: As in (7.6), the abelian localization formula yields 
r%Q) = CFE.&(+)~ where 
Now the distribution (FKr9)(~) is represented by a smooth function near 0 (Proposition 
8.10(a)); also, the distribution Fr(nr2 r4) = D,F,(arr”) is represented by a smooth function 
near 0, since F,(arrq) = mF, r” (Lemma 3.4) and F, rq is smooth near 0 (Proposition 
8.10(a)). We choose p E t* so that the distribution FT r$ is smooth along the ray t,, t E (0,6), 
for all F and sufficiently small 6 > 0, and that this distribution tends to a well-defined limit 
as t-+0+: this is possible because the r$($) are sums of terms of the form 
eipr’F’(JI)/~jfiF, j(+)“j so their Fourier transforms FTr$ are piecewise polynomial functions of 
the form Hs(y) (see Proposition 3.6). These functions are smooth on the set Upconsisting of 
all points y where y is not in the cone spanned by any subset of the B~j containing less than 
1 elements. Thus, 
lim (2n)-f12 i-‘Fgr(tp) = ResP-A~x(r~[dll/]) 
t-.0+ 
by Definition 8.5 and Proposition 8.7. It follows that 
(2n)-“’ i-‘F,(ar2rq)(0) = ResP*“~X(us2rq[d$]) (8.25) 
= ;$ Res p~A*z(m2r~). (8.26) 
The residue in (8.25) is independent of x, A and p by Propositions 8.6, 8.7 and 8.9. The 
residues in (8.26) are independent of x by Proposition 8.7, but they may depend on p and A. 
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To conclude the proof of Theorem 8.1 we note that (8.8) gives 
(27r)“2 
he’“C41 = t2xy, w,volt Tjis b4 ~2~,~ei”)(0) 
i’ 
= (2x)“-‘1 Wlvol(T)i” 
Res”5X(rV($)aZ($)[dll/]) (by Proposition 8.7) 
(-l)“+ 
= (2,r)s-l, w,vol(T) Res*,’ & CWwWCWl (8.27) 
as claimed. 
Proof of Corollary 8.2. In a normalization where vol(T) = 1, the factor w($) becomes 
47r$. This gives 
&Res a’($) 1 rF($)Cd$l = 4Res”WZ c rN,b~~$l~~ 
FES FEZ.= 
Each term r$($) is a sum of terms of the form r,(e) = c,$-“be ip’F)JI for some constants c, and 
integers n,. By (8.4) the residue is given by 
1 
ResA*X(h[d+]) = lim - 
s-O+ 2n1 s 
iww)C~~l 
@R-i< 
(8.28) 
where we choose 5 to be in the cone A = [w+. Proposition 8.4 (i) and (ii) show that the 
function 2: [w -+ C extends to an entire function on C. 
We may now decompose the integral in (8.28) into terms corresponding to the z,. If 
n, > 0, we complete each such integral over [w - it to a contour integral by adding 
a semicircular curve at infinity, which is in the upper half plane if p(F) > 0 and in the lower 
half plane if p(F) < 0. This choice of contour is made so that the function t=($) is bounded 
on the added contours, so the added semicircular curves do not contribute to the integral. 
Since only the contours corresponding to values of F for which p(F) > 0 enclose the pole at 
0, application of Cauchy’s residue formula now gives the result. A similar argument 
establishes that the terms t, for which n, I 0 contribute 0 to the sum.? 0 
Remarks. (a) The quantity ResP.A,X (w2r$[dll/]) depends on the cone A for each F; 
however, it follows from Proposition 8.6 that the sum CFE.QResP,A,X(w2r~[dlC/]) is indepen- 
dent of A. 
(b) Let 9, be the set of those F ~9 for which pT(F) lies in the cone 
CF., = {CjsjBa,j: Sj 2 0} (defined in Section 4) spanned by the /?$,j Then by Proposition 
8.11 (iii), ResP~“~“(w2r$) = 0 if F q! 9,,, so in fact 
ResP.**“(w2r”[Q]) = ResP.A.X &,~,,(,(a’r$[@]). 
(c) Finally, it follows from Proposition 8.11 that if we replace the symplectic form o and 
the moment map p by 6w and 6~ (where S > 0) and then let 6 tend to 0, we obtain an 
expression where p and w appear only in determining the set 9-h indexing terms which yield 
a nonzero contribution. 
We now restrict ourselves to the special case when R is of the form 
Q,(G) = ei”‘*)CWl/ i; Pj($k 
j=l 
’ The formula obtained by choosing A = K is in fact equivalent to the formula we have obtained using the choice 
A = R’. This can be seen directly from the Weyl invariance of the function rn, where the action of the Weyl group 
takes (I/ to - $ and so converts terms with p(F) > 0 to terms with.p(f) -C 0. 
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If BjEA then the distribution ResP-A~x(Ql) is just (up to multiplication by a constant) the 
piecewise polynomial function H,#) from Proposition 3.6. We shall now give a proposition 
which gives a list of properties satisfied by the residues ResAvY(R,): these properties in fact 
characterize the residues uniquely and enable one to compute them. 
PROPOSITION 8.11. Let t E t and suppose /II, . . . , BN E t* are all in the dual cone of a cone 
AE t. Denote by P: t + IT4 thefunction P($) = fljpj($). Suppose 1~ U,q c t* (see Proposition 
3.6), and define &(I& = e’“(*‘[dl//]/P(+). 
Then we have 
(i) Res”9X($,$JRA) = ( - ia/a&.)ResA~x(ll/JRA). 
(ii) (2rci)‘ResA~X(RA) = iNHAn), where Ha is the distribution given in Proposition 3.6. 
(Recall we have assumed that flj is in the dual cone of A for all j.) 
(iii) ResASx(Qn) = 0 unless 1 is in the cone CR spanned by the Bj. 
(iv) 
lim ResA*X(R,I$J) = 0 
S-O+ 
unless N - ).I 1 = 1. 
(4 
if the monomials Bj 
lim ResA*X(Q,A@‘) = 0 
S-O+ 
do not span t*. 
(vi) If fil, . . . fll span t* and A = &A’bj with all ;lj > 0, then 
lim ResA*X 
eiS”(ti) [d$,] 1 
= - s-to+ PIW ... P*W det /I 
where det p is the determinant of the 1 by 1 matrix whose columns are the coordinates of 
I%, ..a, PI written in terms of any orthonormal basis oft. 
(vii) 
Remark. The limits in Proposition 8.11 are not part of the definition of the residue map: 
rather these limits are described in order to specify a procedure for computing the piecewise 
polynomial function H# = (2~1) i ’ ‘. -N ResAvX(IRA) (see the example below). Proposition 8.11 
(ii) identifies H,+) with an integral over t, which may be completed to an appropriate 
contour integral: the choice of contour is determined by the value of A, and requires A to be 
a nonzero point in Up. Proposition 8.1 l(vii) says that one may compute HP by expanding 
the numerator e’“(@) in a power series, but only provided one keeps a factor eiS”($) in the 
integrand (for small s > 0) in order to specify the contour. The limits in Proposition 8.11 
(ivHvii) exist because according to Proposition 8.11(i) and (ii), they specify limits of 
derivatives of polynomials on subdomains of U, as one approaches the point 0 in the 
boundary of Us along the fixed direction SA as + 0 in [w+. 
Proof: (i) This follows directly from Definition 8.5. 
(ii) This follows because (2ni)’ ieNRes AVX(QA) is the fundamental solution E(A) of the 
differential equation P(d/al)E(I) = do with support in a half-space containing the /?j (see [4, 
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Theorem 4.11 or [26, Theorem 12.5.1.1) But this fundamental solution is given by I-Is (see 
Proposition 3.6(c)). 
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of (i) and (ii), in view of Proposition 3.6(a)+. 
(iv) BY (4, 
lim Res”~*(R,,$‘) = lim ( - ii7/dl)-‘H&)lI=,,, 
S-O+ S+O+ 
but Hs is a homogeneous piecewise polynomiai function of degree N - 1, so the conclusion 
holds for lJ1 > N - 1. If 1Jl < N - I, we find that (I~/cU)~H,$) is homogeneous of order 
N -- 1 - IJ 1 (on any open subset oft* where HP is smooth). Hence, it is of order sN-r-l Jl at 
2 = do as s -+ O+, and the conclusion also holds in this case. 
(v) By (ii), we know that ResA’r(Q,) = 0 for i, in a neighbourhood of silo (since slo is not 
in the support of HJ). Applying (i), Res”~X(R1$J) must also be zero. 
(vi) If /I = (/II, . . . ,/&} span t*, and 1 = &n’flj with all 1’ > 0, we have 
1 s WI e izjk'(9j-i5,) Res”-WJ = 0’ $Et n: = 1 (+k - itk) 
where the & = ok(s) > 0. But [dt+b] = dl//, . . . d$r/(det p), where $j = flj($). Since the inte- 
grals over (G/1, . .. , cl/[ may be completed to integrals over semicircular contours C+(R) in the 
upper half plane, for each of which the contour integral may be evaluated by the Residue 
Theorem to give the contribution 2ni, we obtain the result. 
(vii) We have 
s J, + ireRl G [@I = (27# -N Res”-X(i&) = ~~(1). 
Also, by (i), 
c (2ni)‘ieN iim Res”*X((iE,l~,)m’ ... (i~‘$J”‘QJ,) 
ml,. .q>o ml! . ..m.! s_o+ 
=m, ,Tm tO (21i)fi~~1)m~;I’(ji).f~lo hm+(8/8d1)“’ . . .(a/81’)“” Res”7Y(Ql)ll=slo 
I . . . . 
= m, . ..(a/aL’)“” H&l.)IA=,A, 
’ Alternatively, there is the following direct argument. which was pointed out to us by J. J. Duistermaat. We recall 
that 
which is defined and independent of B for 5 E(CB)* (see the discussion after Definition 8.5). Hence, we may replace 
<byt<foranyroR+: 
Res”,x(f&) = -& 
s 
eiL,ly-it;, 
(274 +, FGzG cdb+3 
(8.29) 
Taking the limit as t -+ 00, we see that Res A’X(RI) = 0 if I(c) < 0, because of the factor e’A’o that appears in the 
numerator of (8.29). Since this holds for all 5 o(C&*, Res”.X(R,) is only nonzero when L((5) 2 0 for all to(C&*; in 
other words, when I E CF. 
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which is equal to H,&) since HP is a polynomial on certain conical subregions of t*, and 
there is such a subregion containing the ray 1= s&. 0 
Example. In the following simple example, the explicit formula for HP follows immedi- 
ately from the definition of Ha in Proposition 3.6(a). The example is included to show how 
this result may alternatively be derived by successive contour integrations. 
Suppose I= 2 and N = 3, and /Ii($) = $i, /12($) = tiz, p3($) = $i + r+Qz. We compute 
B = ResAqX 
e’“‘!M 
11/1$&i + $2) 
(8.30) 
where A($) = l’til + 12*e2. We assume A’, 3L2 > 0 and tl, t2 > 0. The quantity (8.30) is 
given by 
1 i1$2 
a = (27ri)’ -s 
d11/2 e 
$2 $z+ibW 
ei.l’*i 
(8.31) 
($1 + $*)$l’ 
(This integral in fact gives the Duistermaat-Heckman polynomial FT(II,ei”)(I) near ,u#) 
where F is a fixed point of the action of Ton X, when X is a coadjoint orbit of SU(3) and 
T z (S’)* is the maximal torus; see [18].) We compute this by first integrating over til: since 
1’ > 0, the integral may be completed to a contour 
the upper half plane. We obtain contributions 
t,G1 = - Ic/*. Hence, we have 
1 f &1%2 1 
integral over a semicircular contour in 
from the two residues $i = 0 and 
(8.32) 
Since 1* > 0, the first of these integrals may be completed to a contour integral over 
a semicircular contour in the upper half plane, and the residue at 0 yields the value iA*. If 
1* - 1’ > 0, the second integral likewise yields - i(l’ - A’). However, if A2 - II’ < 0 the 
second integral is instead equal to a contour integral over a semicircular contour in the 
lower half plane, which does not enclose the pole at 0, and hence the second integral gives 0. 
Thus, we have 
According to (iv) and (vii), the quantity 9 is also given by 
9 = lim 
s 
e’S(“1sL+“2$2) (ilitil + in*$,)[d$] 
s+~+ JI+i<eR’ Il/ltiZWl + $2) 
(8.33) 
(8.34) 
This clearly gives the result (8.33). 
9. EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall show in the case K = SU(2) how Corollary 8.2 may be used to 
prove relations in the cohomology ring H*(.M,) for two specific X. These X are the 
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examples treated at the end of Section 6 of [30]. There, all the relations in the cohomology 
ring are determined, which is equivalent o exhibiting all the vanishing intersection pairings. 
We shall show how the results of the present paper may be used to show these are indeed 
vanishing intersection pairings, although we shall not be able to rederive the result that 
there are no others. 
Example 1. X = (P,)N, N odd. Consider the action of K = SU(2) on the space 
X = (Pi)” of ordered N-tuples of points on the complex projective line P,, defined by the 
Nth tensor power of the standard representation of K on C’. Equivalently, when Pi is 
identified with the unit sphere Sz in R3 then K acts on X = (S2)” by rotations of the sphere. 
When the dual of the Lie algebra of K is identified suitably with lR3 then the moment map 
p is given (up to a constant scalar factor depending on the conventions used) by 
,4x1, ... ,xN)=xi + “’ +xN 
for x i, . . . , xN E S2. We assume that 0 is a regular value for II; this happens if and only if there 
is no N-tuple in p-‘(O) containing a pair of antipodal points in S2 each with multiplicity 
N/2, and so 0 is a regular value if and only if N is odd. 
In order to apply Corollary 8.2, we note that the fixed points of the action of the 
standard maximal torus T of K are the N-tuples (x1, . . . , xN) of points in P1 such that each Xj 
is either 0 or a . We shall index these by sequences n = (nl, . . . , nN) where nj = + 1 if Xj = 0 
and nj = - 1 if xj = cc. Denote by e, the fixed point indexed by n. Then 
and the weights of the action of Tat e, are just {nl, . . . , nN}. Hence, the sign of the product of 
weights at e, is Djnj and its absolute value is 1. 
The cohomology ring H*(X) has N generators tl, . . . , & say, of degree two, satisfying 
{j’ = 0 for 1 <j I N. The equivariant cohomology ring H*,(X) with respect to the torus 
T has generators cl, . . . , tN and c( of degree two subject to the relations 
for 1 I j I N. The Weyl group action sends CI to - CI so H%(X) has generators cl, . . . , t,,, a2 
subject to the same relations. 
According to the last example of [30, Section 63, the kernel of the map H$(X) + H*(.Mx) 
is spanned by elements of the form 
for some Q c (1, . . . . N} containing at least (N + 1)/2 elements and some polynomial q in 
N + 1 variables with complex coefficients. We can use Corollary 8.2 to give an alternative 
proof that the evaluation against the fundamental class [Ax] of the image in H*(M,) of 
any element of this form of degree N - 3 is zero. This amounts to showing that 
Res0 p&i n =C, 1  (7 nj) {dll/nly . . ..$nN?II/) n $h + l) 
ijnj-> 0 iEQ 
- dh? . . . , $nN? - $1 n $(ni - l)> 
ieQ 
(9.2) 
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is zero when q is homogeneous of degree N - 2 - I QI. In other words, it amounts to 
showing that A = 0 for any A of the form 
A = 1 (nnj){q(nl, . . ..nN.l)n(ni+ l)-q(n~* ...,n~,-l) fl (ni - l)} P-3) 
n, = * 1, j isp isQ 
xjtlj > 0 
where q is homogeneous of degree N - 2 - IQ I. Let us assume, without loss of generality, 
thatq(tr, . . . . tN,a) = IIi<$xPwherep + Ciri + IQ1 = N - 2.Thus,p - 1 = IQ1 + &ri(mod 
2) since N is odd. Hence, we have that 
A= 1 fl(nSj”){n(ni+ l)+(-l)‘Q’n(-l)rk IJ,(ni-l)} 
n,= *I, j isQ k ioQ 
h>O 
(9.4) 
= .,_c, ,,Ip;iflJk;cnk + 1) - 1 rIcq+l) rI bk + 1) (9.5) 
mj= il. j keQ 
CP, > 0 IEm<0 
where we have introduced mj = - n) 
NOW the second sum vanishes, for if mj = 1 for allje Q then we must have Cjmj > 0 since 
IQ1 > N/2. Hence, we are reduced to proving the vanishing of 
where 
I = {nix nj > 0, nj = 1 forjE&}. 
Hence, we have to prove the vanishing of 
A= C nnj 
nj=fl. j$Q jeS 
where S is the set 0 4 Q 1 rj = 0 (mod 2)). The sum thus vanishes by cancellation in pairs 
provided S is nonempty. However, if S were empty then rj = 1 (mod 2) for all j $ Q, so rj 2 1 
for all j # Q, which is impossible since Zj rj + IQ ) I N - 2. This proves the desired result. 
Example 2. X = PN, N odd: A closely related example is given by the action of 
K = W(2) on the complex projective space X = PN defined by the Nth symmetric power of 
the standard representation of K on C2. Equivalently, we can identify X with the space of 
unordered N-tuples of points in the complex projective line Pi or the sphere S2, and then 
K acts by rotations as in Example 1. We take the symplectic form o on X to be the 
Fubini-Study form on PN. The moment map is given by the composition of the restriction 
map u(N + l)* + k* with the map p: PN + u(N + l)* defined for a E u(N + 1) by 
(&),a) = (27rilx* 1’)) ‘X*‘ux* 
where x* = (~8, . . . . x$) is any point in CN.+ ’ lying over the point .Y E PN. The restriction of 
this moment map to t* is p=(x) = (2ni)~*l~)~‘)~jN=~(N - 2j)l.uf12. Again we assume that 
N is odd in order to ensure that 0 is a regular value of the moment map p. 
Again the fixed points of the action of T are the N-tuples of points in Pl consisting 
entirely of copies of 0 and cc. Equivalently, they are the points e. = [LO, . . . ,O], 
el = [O,l, . . . ,O], . . . , eN = [0, . . . ,O, l] of lPw The image of ek under pr is 
Pr(ek) = N - 2k = pk say. Since diag (t,t- ‘) E T acts on PN by sending [x0, . . . , Xj, . . . , xN] to 
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[teNXO, ...) t2jeNXj, ..* , tNxN] the weights at ek are 
{2(j- k):O <j I N, j # k}. 
The number of negative weights at ek is equal to k (modulo 2), and the absolute value of the 
product of weights at ek is vk = nj+klj - k( = 2Nk!(N - k)! 
The cohomology ring H*([FDN) is generated by 5 of degree two subject to the relation 
5 Nfl = 0. The equivariant cohomology ring H+(pN) is generated by 5 and u of degree two 
subject to the relation n 0 5 j<N( 5 - (2j - N)a) = 0, and the equivariant cohomology ring 
Hf(PN) is generated by 5 and a2 subject to the same relation. 
According to Section 6 of [30] the kernel of the natural map H:(X) + H*(.M,) is 
generated as an ideal in HE(X) by P+(t, cc) and P_(<, ct)/cr where 
and 
p(k a) = n (4 + pk@) 
k>N/2 
P* (L co = P(5, co * P(5, - 4. 
(Note that P+(&a) and P_(<, a)/ct are actually polynomials in r and a’.) We would like to 
check that the evaluation against the fundamental class [Ax] of the image of 
R+(L ~‘)p+(4, x)and R-G a2)P-(5, )/ tx c( in H*(&,) is zero for any R * (r, cr’) E HE(X) of the 
appropriate degree. 
Now we have from the abelian fixed point formula that for any S(& CC’), 
I-I ,’ (S(<, C?)) = 1 
k<N/2 
( - 1)k s@kt; +2) $-“. 
(Here, if c EH$(X), the notation II’(C) means the portion of the abelian formula (2.1) for 
II,(I!J corresponding to fixed points F for which pT(F) > 0.) To evaluate this on the 
fundamental class of Ax we must then find the term of degree - 1 in w’(Il/)II,‘(S(<, a2))(t&, 
or in other words the term of degree N - 3 in &N/2 ( - l)kS(/Q, $2)/(vk). Having found 
the term of degree N - 3 in $, we evaluate it at II/ = 1 to get the residue. In the case when 
sbkll/, ti2) = R+(Pkh $2)P+(pk+r $1 or Sikh ti2) = R-(Pkh +2)p-(pk$y $)/II/ is home- 
geneous of degree N - 3 in $, we need to show that 
(N- 1112 1 
c (- Ilk- 
uk ( 
Ri(Pk, 1) n pk + Pj) f R*(Pkc,, - 1) 11 bk - Pj) = 0. 
k=O j>N/2 j>Nl2 ) 
Since pk = - pN-,+, we have nj‘ljzN/z(pk + /Lj) = 0 for all k < N/2, SO we just have to prove 
the vanishing of 
kL,l( - l)k kR(Pk) fl bk - pj) 
jtNl2 
for every polynomial R of degree at most (N - 1)/2 - 2 or, without loss of generality, the 
vanishing of 
where s I (N - 1)/2 - 2. Since n[+kll - kl = k!(N - k)! and pk - /Lj = 2(j - k), we have 
that 
n lpk_pjl =2W+l)/2 (N-k)! 
jrNl2 ((N - 1)/2 - k)!’ 
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Define T = (N - 1)/2. We need to show the vanishing of 
I ( - l)k(N - k)! 
r: (N - *‘)” k!(N _ k)!@ _ k)! 
k=O 
for s I r - 2. It then suffices to show the vanishing of 
i P( - l)k f;), s I r - 2. 
k=O 
This follows since one may expand (1 - e”)* as a power series in e’ using the binomial 
theorem: we have 
(1 - eiy = C ( - lp(:) expjA = 1 A’j.s! C ( - 1~~~) 
j=O St0 j=O 
but the terms in this expansion corresponding to s < r must vanish since 1 - e” = Ah(l) for 
some function h ofA which is analytic at 1 = 0. 
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